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ABSTRACT

Management based modifications of forest structure require a precise description of
the forest state both before and after a silvicultural interference. While the average
values of variables such as diameter, height and basal area provide useful descriptions
of the forest state, these variables do not give information about the structural variety
of the forest on a tree to tree basis.
The aim of this study is to introduce and discuss a simple index that can be used to
measure the dissimilarity in sizes between trees. The index, called the tree size
diversity index di, is based on the coefficient of variation of the diameter sizes of two
neighbouring trees. For a theoretical all-sized forest,di has an expected value of 0.5.
This value is considered to be the standard or 'yardstick' for measuring tree size
diversity. di always ranges from 0 to 1. It is close to zero when the trees are of similar
size, and tends to one as the difference between the trees gets larger.
The tree size diversity index can also be used to test hypotheses concerning size
segregation, whereby large trees may tend to occur in the neighbourhood of other
large trees and small trees in the neighbourhood of other small trees. This can be
accomplished by carrying out randomisation tests as discussed in the study.
The tree size diversity index therefore provides a variable that can be used to describe
a particular forest state, that is a practical measure of control for assessing silvicultural
interference, and is a nearest neighbour statistic for testing hypotheses concerning tree
size segregation.
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Introduction

Biodiversity is used to describe the variety and relative abundance of living organisms
at the genetic, population, species and ecosystem levels [1-3]. Species diversity has
been the most widely studied variety of ecological diversity mainly because species
are natural units of classification. Other types of ecological diversity include niche
diversity which describes the diversity of resources that an organism utilises, beta (/3)
diversity which is defined as the degree of change of species diversity between
habitats, and habitat diversity which describes the structural complexity of the
environment.

Structural complexity is of special importance to wooded lands where the vertical
distribution of vegetation may determine the variety and numbers of ground
vegetation as well as other life forms. It has been observed [4] that the numbers of
vertical layers of vegetation in the temperate woodlands of North America provide a
better prediction of bird species when used in conjunction with plant species diversity.
Other studies in British woodlands [5] incorporating tree taxonomic diversity and
architectural complexity have also shown that insect diversity measured as species
richness is more closely related to the combination of structural complexity and plant
species diversity than to plant species diversity alone. A possible explanation for these
observations is that trees and other woody vegetation are examples of plants which
vary greatly in their growth forms and ecological roles during different phases of their
lives [6].

Because the species abundance distribution of the non-woody life forms in forested
and other wooded lands reflects the ecosystem' s well-being, a reliable measure of
structural diversity is of as great value to ecologists who may be interested in bird
species diversity, as it is to silviculturalists who are interested in measuring the
structural variety that results from a selection system. Clearly, a good measure of
structural diversity, which is defined here as the number of vertical layers present and
the abundance of vegetation within them [6], is required in order to explain how the
species numbers vary between communities such as different forest types.

This study therefore examines the measurement of structural diversity in forested
areas which are classified under the terrestrial habitat system and woodland formation
[7] . The aim of the study is to introduce a measure of diversity that takes into account
the spatial arrangements of the trees of different sizes within forested areas.

1.1

Measuring structural diversity

Structural diversity has been measured in many ways. Foliage height diversity, for
example, has been measured by visually estimating the proportion of total foliage in
subj ectively chosen horizontal layers [4] . Variants of this method have also been used
in a number of other studies [8-10], and even a stratiscope exists to facilitate the
measurement of structural diversity in this way [11] . Another way of measuring
structural diversity is to divide it into two components [5] . The first component then
involves the determination of plant spatial diversity by recording the number of
touches by the vegetation to a vertical pole. This allows for the construction of spatial
diversity profiles. The second part is to measure architectural complexity by defining
a number of categories into which the plant structure at any one site can be divided.
One disadvantage in the use of these methods is that the quantification of diversity is
done with the help of indices that were developed in connection with species
diversity. While species are easily countable, the amount of foliage at a given height,
for example, is a continuous variable. The indices comprise parametric abundance
models and a number of non-parametric indices such as Margalefs index [12], the Q
statistic [13], the Shannon index [14], Simpson' s index [15], Mcintosh' s index of
diversity [16], the Berger-Parker index d [17] and the Brillion index HE [14] among
others.

1.2

A brief examination of the parametric models follows.

Abundance models

Species abundance models describe the distribution of species abundances. These
models range from those which characterise high eveness to those which characterise
cases where abundance is very unequal [6] . The diversity of a community is therefore
described by a model which provides the closest fit to the observed distribution of
species abundances. A single index of diversity is then found by estimating an
appropriate parameter using data from random samples.
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A good diversity index has to take into account two factors: Species richness i.e., the
number of species or distinct classes of any other characteristic of interest, and species
equitability - a measure of eveness. Usually high eveness coupled with high richness
indicates high diversity, but this is rarely the case in reality.

Generally, inference is made about the population of elements (usually species) where
each element belongs to only one of the classes C J,

C2, ... , Cs and s may be large. If

Pi is considered to be the proportion of elements belonging to class Ci, i
then the proportion

=

I

,

2, ..

.

,s,

Pi is called the relative abundance of class Ci. Species abundance

models strive to describe the vector p

=

(p J, p2, ... , ps) or some function of p by

making inferences based on the model parameters after statistical treatment of sample
data.

Species abundance can be described by a number of distributions [14] . However, only
four models have provided the most frequently used measures of diversity [ 6]. These
models are now described.

1.2.1 The geometric series
The geometric series, which is also called the niche pre-emption hypothesis,
represents a situation where a proportion of some limiting resource is partitioned in
such a way that the most dominant species utilises a given percentage, the second
most dominant species utilises the same percentage of what is left of the resource, and
so on until all the species have been accounted for. Clearly, data which fit the
geometric series type of species abundance suggest that the areas under study are
environments which suffer from poor species representation, or areas that are in very
early stages of a succession [18-20] .
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The geometric series gives the abundance of species as ranked from the least abundant
as, [21]

ni=NCkk(l- k) i-1
where

ni is the number of individuals of species i, N is the total number of

individuals,

Ck= [1-(1-k) S] -1 is a constant which ensures that L ni = N, S is the total

number of species and k is the proportion of the available resource that each species
utilises.

1.2.2 The log series
The log series is related to the geometric series [21,22]. Both the geometric and log
series have been found to adequately describe the same abundance distributions [23]
although different biological explanations exist in relation to the use of either series
[ 6]. The log series is associated with situations where one or a few factors is
responsible for the distribution of species. A good example is a coniferous forest
plantation where light is largely responsible for the distribution of the ground
vegetation and dependent species [6]. Here the trees are the most dominant species.
The log series is of the form [24]

ax, ax2/2, ax3/3, ... , axn/n.
The series has two parameters, a , the log series index which is a measure of diversity
and N, the total number of individuals. These parameters are related as N =a

ln(l + N/a).
The factor x is related to a and N by

a=N(l-x)/x
and x is related to the number of species as
S=a [ -ln(1-x)].

1.2.3 The log normal model
The log normal distribution of species abundance results from a common niche space
that is occupied by several species and each one of the species utilises a portion of the
niche space that is proportional to its relative abundance. Unlike the geometric
distribution, a condition here is that the size of any one of the niche sub-space is
independent of the sizes of the sub-spaces that are occupied by the other species [ 6].
4

Also, the arrival of new individuals, if considered random, will result in the
subdivision of any one of the niche sub-spaces with equal probability. If the smallest
sub-space is repeatedly subdivided for some reason, a log series type of species
abundance distribution will result. When the opposite is true i.e., the largest sub-space
is repeatedly subdivided, very high diversity will result.

When the number of individuals is plotted against the species abundance (number of
species) using the logarithmic scale for the latter, a symmetric bell-shaped curve is
achieved for data that fit the log normal model. The resulting classes represent
doubling in species numbers if log2 is used, for example , so that the modal class can
easily be read off the diagram. The modal class corresponds to the class which has
most species.

If the classes to either side of the modal class are numbered as

Cj, j = 1,2, .

. .s

and

the modal class which is the reference point is denoted by Co, the number of species
in class number j can be predicted form the following equation

S(CJ) = S(Co)exp(-2cr2j2)
where S(Cj) is the number of species in the jlh class to the right or left of the modal
class, S(Co) is the number of species in the modal class and a2 is the standard
deviation of the distribution.

Because the log normal distribution for species abundance is usually truncated, (as a
result of the difficulty in sampling all the rare species) S*, the total number of species
has to be estimated. The diversity index for the log normal distribution, A, then
becomes,
A = S*/

a:

1.2.4 The broken stick model
The broken stick distribution is found in situations where only one important resource
is being shared almost uniformly between species [25]. A good example of this is a
community consisting of taxonomically related organisms. The model is characterised
by only one parameter,

S, the number of species which is also used as the index of
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diversity. Although S is sufficient as an index of diversity since the broken stick
distribution depicts a highly even representation of species, it is also dependent on the
sample size [26]. Close attention should therefore be paid to the sample size when
data seems to fit the broken stick model of species abundance distribution.

The model has the following form
S(n) = [S(S-1)/N](l-n/N)S- 2
where

S(n) is the number of species in the abundance class with n individuals.

It may be preferable to replace the species with other variables such as an indicator of
plant size. A good example is tree crown length which allows for the estimation of
foliage height diversity. Such a measure of diversity would however lead to some loss
of information because most of the objectively measurable indicators of plant size are
continuously scaled.

Further, all the above models make important assumptions regarding the underlying
probability distributions. A quick examination of the log series reveals that the
absolute abundances (the number of elements of Ci) are considered to be s
independent observations from a gamma distribution with given parameters [22] .
If for any reason the elements do not belong to one and only one class, different
authors will use different abundances and consequently obtain different diversity
measures for the same data.

Another disadvantage which is also shared by the non-parametric indices is that
diversity is measured only in terms of the total number of classes present. Some of the
indices include a measure of eveness as well. If sampling is done in a large area,
diversity can be very high in small pockets thus giving an unbalanced representation
of diversity on a unit area basis. Besides, one who is interested in estimating foliage
height diversity or tree size diversity, for example, can easily determine the number of
trees or plants in their respectively designated classes as well as the number of classes.
Unless sampling is carried out in very small areas, information on the inter-mixing of
trees belonging to the various classes will be lost in the process of estimating
diversity.
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2
A

Diversity in Forests

great number of endangered animal, plant and insect species inhabit forested lands

[27] . The diversity of these organisms depends to a certain extent on the proportional
distribution of the tree species and the age-class distribution of the forest stand.
Diversity in forests can therefore be examined at two levels. Firstly there is the species
diversity which in turn depends on the age-class or tree size distribution, and secondly
there is the tree size distribution itself [27].

These levels of diversity are best exemplified by natural forests whose development
leads to a combination of species mixture and tree size diversity on a given unit area
of forest land [28,29,30] . Forests of this type are characterised by an abundance of
small trees whose numbers tend to gradually diminish as they get older [30,31,32].
Natural and other forests which are managed to resemble them are described as all
aged forests [33] as opposed to even-aged forests which comprise of trees of
approximately uniform age.

Even-aged stands are groups of trees which originated in a relatively short period of
time [34]. These trees belong to the same age class. The width of the age class may
vary from one or two years as in plantations to as many as 20 years [34]. Uneven-aged
stands on the other hand have trees which do not display a single reproductive period.
The forest originates more or less continuously and if undisturbed the stands usually
have trees varying from germinating seedlings to overmature individuals. More shade
tolerant species tend to form uneven-aged stands in the absence of disturbance.
Categorising stand structure by age is however not very useful in many practical
instances mainly due to the reason that age may be impossible to determine in many
natural stands. In cases where it can be determined, age data is usually imprecise and
time consuming to collect. A better description of forest stands would therefore be
all-sized and even-sized stands. This description results from tree size being very well
correlated to its age except for suppressed trees and on rare occasions where stands
display slow growth on poor sites and trees of widely diverse ages may show little
variation in size [34].
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An easily measurable variable representing tree size is diameter at breast height

(DBH) . Diameter at breast height is very well correlated to both crown diameter and
tree volume [ 35]. DBH will, for this reason, be used throughout the rest of this paper
as a measure of tree size.

2.1

Diameter distributions

2.1.1 All-sized stands
A possible model for the diameter distribution of an all-sized stand is the exponential
distribution which is characterised by a reduction in the number of trees as the DBH
increases. In many managed all-sized stands, a balanced all-sized forest results. This
means that the current growth can be removed periodically while maintaining the
exponential diameter distribution which ensures the all-sized stand structure.
The shape of the exponential distribution is shown in the Figure

1.

The density function for the exponential distribution is,
j(x)

where

x

=

=

(liA)e-x!A

A >0,

0 :-:;;X<

00.

DBH.

A is the mean diameter as well as the standard deviation of the
population. Low values for A reflect a high stocking of seedlings or trees of the
smallest diameter class. The value of A is determined by the species present, site and
The parameter

the silvicultural treatment of the stand [36].

If the trees in an all-sized stand are put into diameter classes with a subjectively
chosen width denoted by

a, the number of trees in successive diameter classes follow

the geometric series of the form a,

ay, a/, a/, . . . , where y is the ratio of the series

[34].
a,

a

the proportion of trees in the smallest diameter class, is given by

Jf(x)dx. The

0
2a

next largest diameter class has the proportion

Jf (x)dx and in general, the proportion

a

of trees in the

nth largest diameter class is given by
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a(n+l)

fJ(x)dx

na

=

e-nal\1-e-afA).

The ratio of the series is therefore given by e-<n+JJa/A(l- e -afA)I e -nafA(I- e -afA-) which
simplifies to e -aP.

This ratio is a measure of the rate at which the number of stems diminishes as one
moves from one diameter class to the next larger diameter class and it is usually
referred to as the ' diminution quotient' .

The ratio is also positively related to 1/A,, the inverse of the mean diameter, indicating
that mortality is higher in stands with a high density of seedlings or small trees [3 7].
The exponential distribution therefore provides a model for the distribution of
diameters which can be compared to the geometric species abundance distribution
model.

Log j(x)

j(x)

Dbh

Dbh cm

Figure

em

1. The density function ofthe exponential distribution and its logarithmic
transformation .

2.1.2 Even-sized stands
Even-sized stands (which can also be considered as all-sized depending on the
obj ective of the study [3 2] ) have diameter distributions which depend to a certain
degree on the stand age. Very young plantations have their diameter distributions
(diameter at ground level, DGL) taking the shape of a symmetrical bell shaped curve
with most trees clustering near the average diameter. As the stand grows older, the
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diameter class distribution changes. The total number of trees in the stand decreases
with an increase in the variation of the diameters as well as the number of different
diameter classes. Some even-sized stands may however have their diameters
resembling the symmetrical bell-shaped curve for a considerably long time [38].
The diameter distribution of an even-sized stand is also influenced by site, the species
composition of the stand, and disturbances resulting from heterogeneous spatial
patterns of survival following regeneration and early growth, or silvicultural
treatment.

2.2

Choosing a probability distribution to model diameters.

Because a number of factors influence the diameter distribution of even-sized stands,
several shapes are taken by their frequency distributions. Most of the distributions are
unimodal and positively skewed. Although it is not uncommon to come across
diameter distributions which follow a bimodal form as a result of physical
disturbances to an all-sized stand.

As a result of this, a number of statistical distributions lend themselves for fitting
diameter data, depending on the skewness and kurtosis of the diameter frequency
diagram. Some of the distributions include the Gram-Charlier series [39], the Pearl
Reed curve [40,41], Pearsonian curves [42], the gamma distribution [40], and the
three parameter log-normal distribution [43]. The beta distribution has also been
applied to diameter distributions [44].

The Weibull distribution has been successfully used to fit diameter data [45,46,47].
This distribution, unlike the gamma and log normal distributions which are limited to
positively skewed shapes, has been used to model diameter distributions because it
can take on shapes depicting the full range of unimodal continuos distributions with
both positive and negative skewness as well as the shapes described by all-sized
stands [44].
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Since diameter distributions show some variation in skewness and peakedness or
kurtosis, it has been suggested that a probability distribution can be selected according
to the observed skewness and kurtosis from random samples [ 48].

Skewness is measured by

..fji;, the skewness coefficient, and it is given by ..fji;

=

p31p/12. Kurtosis is measured by f32 = J14IJ1l where Jlk is the kth central moment.

fcx- E[X])k f(x)dx

00

Jlk=

andf(x) is the probability density function of the random variable X.

..fji; and fJ2 may be estimated from sample data by the method of moments. Their
moment estimators are given by, [48].
n

I= cxi x)
-.:...
: -'-1 ----[ I cxi -X)2 r
i=l
-

and

The asymptotic variances are

b2

=

.J6j"";; and 24/n for

4

..fji; and b 2 respectively [49],

when the parent population is normal.

The fJ1 and fJ2 space can be used to demonstrate the range of skewness and peakedness
covered by the various statistical distributions [50]. Figure 2 shows the f3rf32 graph
and the statistical distributions that have been used for describing diameter
distributions.
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IMPOSSIBLE REGION

/32

Figure 2 . The /31-/32 space and selected distributions which are used to fit diameter
data.
1.
2.

�����-

______

WEIBULL LINE.
GAMMA LINE.
LOG-NORMAL LINE.

3.

4. (The meeting piont of 1 and 2) EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION.
5.
6.

*

+

UNIFORM.
NORMAL.

The 'impossible region' refers to the combinations of j31and f32 which are
mathematically impossible. The normal, exponential and uniform distributions have
only one shape and are therefore represented on the plane by single points. The
Weibull, gamma and log-normal show more flexibility in terms of their ability to take
on a variety of shapes. Their three lines lie rather close to one another which explains
why the three distributions may perform equally well when fitting diameter data. It
can also be seen that the exponential distribution is a special case of both the gamma
and the Weibull distributions.

The beta distribution covers the entire region between the gamma, the f32 axis and the
' impossible region' which shows that the beta distribution is much more flexible than
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the others in terms of skewness and kurtosis. This distribution, however, has its range
of positive density from 0 to 1, making it necessary to identify upper and lower limits
of any data set to which the distribution is to be fitted so that the appropriate
transformation of scale can be made.

Another distribution which is even more flexible than the beta is a four parameter
distribution called the Johnson' s SB [48]. This distribution covers the fJr/32 space
between the log-normal and the gamma lines in addition to the area spanned by the
beta distribution. Unlike the beta distribution, its maximum likelihood estimators have
closed form solutions.

Johnson' s SB is a transformation on the normal and it is relatively easy to fit for both
diameter and height data [48].

The probability distribution which is ultimately chosen to describe a diameter
distribution will depend on the likelihood or the goodness-of-fit results. The
distribution must also be relatively simple to fit in terms of parameter estimation,
sufficiently flexible and be easily manipulated for estimation of proportions in the
various size classes.

It should also be noted that skewness and kurtosis by themselves do not uniquely
determine a distribution. These parameters only help in identifying candidate
distributions.

The models should be examined in terms of their biological sense. For example, does
the model make any specific assumptions about the biological or ecological processes
needed to generate a specific pattern of diameter distribution? Or is the model solely
statistical in the sense that it represents nothing more than a mathematical fit to the
empirical data?
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3

Describing tree size diversity

Tree size diversity can be described by examining the distribution of any of the
variables that are indicators of tree size e.g., tree height, diameter at breast height
(DBH), crown diameter, or tree volume. These, on their own, give only a general idea
of the tree size diversity because irregularities shown in small areas of a stand may
tend to even out when larger areas are considered for measurement. For example,
combining about equal areas of all the size classes for a fully regulated even-sized
forest may produce a distribution typical of that of an uneven-sized forest. The actual
size distribution would reveal that trees occur in clusters whereby most of the trees are
surrounded by trees of their own size.

A better description of tree size diversity can be arrived at by considering the actual
dissimilarity in the tree sizes of the individual trees in relation to their proximity to
one another.

An index which can be used to describe tree size diversity, and which is based on the
information obtained from the dissimilarity between two neighbouring trees is
introduced here.

A randomly located tree ami its nearest neighbour provide the smallest possible area
over which the variation in tree sizes is measurable as well as a good idea of how this
variation is spread over the stand.

3.1

The size differentiation index

One index which makes use of information based on the dissimilarity in sizes between
neighbouring trees is the ' size differentiation' index [51] . The index is based on the
ratio of the diameters of neighbouring trees. The differentiation at breast height
diameter, denoted by
diameter

TDi, is defined as the ratio of the smaller diameter to the bigger

(rij), subtracted from unity,
n

1
TDi = _LO-ru)

n

J=l
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where i = tree ( i = 1,2, ,1)
. . .

j =nearest neighbour (j = 1,2,.. , n)
.

rij =(smaller DBH)/ (bigger DBH) of the two neighbouring trees.
TD i, which lies between zero and one may also be used with other indicators of tree
size, such as height or volume.

The principle of size differentiation is explained by Figure 3. The breast height
diameters of the nearest tree to the sampling point and those of its three nearest
neighbours are shown.

+

0 3 rd nearest neighbour

•

0
Figure

0 2nd nearest neighbour
1st nearest neighbour
+

=sampling point.

3. An illustration of how to sample for the size differentiation index.

The value of TD i increases with increasing average diameter difference between trees.
A zero value indicates that neighbouring trees are equal in size.

This index is most useful in studying the effects of thinning. It can be calculated for
the stand as a whole irrespective of the tree species, or for a given sub-population.
One advantage of using this type of index is that one can study both the short range
differentiation (n =I) and the long-range differentiation ( n = 3,4,... ) because the
index allows for more than one nearest neighbour. Long-range differentiation is an
average over a larger number of trees. Consequently this results in the reduction of the

TD i variation within a stand and leads to a more general description of tree size
differentiation.

Unfortunately, there are no assumptions made about the diameter distributions thus
ignoring the frequencies with which trees of a particular diameter appear in the
population. For this reason, the size differentiation index is of greater help when
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studying relative changes in stand structure, such as modifications brought about by
thinnings, rather than describing a particular forest state.

3.2

Indices based on the Coefficient of Variation

Another index of variation is the coefficient of variation which is a relative measure of
spread. The coefficient of variation gives the spread or standard deviation of a random
variable as a ratio to its mean. It is given by,

s
X

V ==

where S is the standard deviation and

X is the mean.

The coefficient of variation depends on the underlying probability distribution.
Samples taken from an exponential distribution, for example, will have their
coefficients of variation spread around an expected value of one. More dispersed
populations have a value greater than one and values of less than one are obtained for
less dispersed populations [52]. A similar index where the variance

(S2) is used in

place of the standard deviation (S) can be used to test hypothesis concerning the
spatial distribution of objects [53]. Here, the objects (trees etc.,) are assumed to be
randomly distributed according to a Poisson process. Any deviation of the ratio s2I X
from one is therefore an indication of a non-random pattern of spatial distribution e.g.,
clustering.

The coefficient of variation may be used to describe tree size diversity. However, if
the samples are collected from large areas, the values obtained for the coefficient of
variation will be average values over the large areas. This will eventually lead to
some loss of information because the coefficient of variation on its own does not
make use of the information on the spatial arrangement of trees of varying sizes.

3.2.1 The dissimilarity coefficient
In order to estimate the coefficient of variation small plots are randomly distributed in
a forest stand. If J plots are randomly distributed within a stand, the mean and
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standard deviation for the /'' plot are given by �J and Sj respectively, j
The coefficient of variation

Vj can then be calculated for every plot

= 1,2, . . .

, J.

V·- Xj
;

s

J

=-

The measure of dissimilarity is the average of the

Vj over the plots, i.e.,

- 1
V=
-IJ =l �
J

J

A desirable attribute of the diversity measure is that it should provide information on
the dissimilarities between the individual trees. This can be achieved by comparing
only two neighbouring trees at a time, thereby reducing the plot to the smallest
possible size.

The two trees are selected by locating the tree which lies closest to a randomly
selected sampling point and its nearest neighbour.

Suppose that the tree diameters in the /'' plot are denoted by
mean by

xJ , their standard deviation is given by,

{

}

J

{

J

and hence,

The coefficient of variation is then given as,

Vj

}

2
2
u
)
)
(
(
J
x
+
xiJ
+
x
J
X
2
2
+ X 2. _ 2
XI. _ 2

Ixu -x2J l-./2
= '---;-'x2-J---' ) -,---lj +---(x18

xiJ

and

x2J

and their

And an average for the coefficient of variation over all the sample plots is,

The dissimilarity coefficient
simplicity reasons

[52] is obtained from the coefficient of variation but, for

.J2 is replaced by 1. If

Hj denotes this measure, then,

and the dissimilarity coefficent is accordingly defined as,

H

=

lxiJ -x2JI
J J �I ( XI} + X2j)

l_ ±HJ = l ±
J

J�l

The measure Hj lies within the interval 0 and 1. It is close to zero when both trees in
the pair are of similar size and 1/3 when one tree is double the size of the other.

Hj

tends to one as the difference between the tree diameters gets larger

Another property of H_j, as shown in the figure below, is that when the difference
between the diameters of the two trees i.e.,

lx11 -x21I

is held at a constant value, Hj

(xiJ + x21)

becomes inversely proportional to the sum of the diameters i.e., Hj oc 11
when

lx11 -x21 I

=

constant.

lx11 - x21 I

H·
'}

Figure

4. The relationship between

=

constant

Hj and the sum ofthe diameters
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This shows that smaller values for

Hj will be obtained for pairs of large trees whose

diameters differ by the same margin as pairs of smaller trees. Consequently, a young
even-sized stand will be considered to be more diverse than an older stand with a
similar size distribution. This difference is however only marginal as illustrated by the
following numerical example.

Consider any pair of neighbouring trees from a stand with
Then

Hj= Is- 61/(S + 6) = 0.090

Consider also a similar pair from an older stand with
Then

The

Hj = 124 -2SI /(24+2S) = 0.020

x1

x1

= Scm and = 6cm.
x2

= 24cm and = 2Scm.
x2

Hj values for both the pairs in their respective stands are very low ( < 0.1),

showing that the difference is only marginal. This follows from the fact that the index
is a relative measure.

3.3 The dissimilarity coefficient in a theoretical all-sized stand.

In natural forests or all-sized stands which are regulated to ensure an exponential
diameter distribution, X] and X2 are assumed to be exponentially distributed random
variables. Since the exponential is a special case of the gamma distribution, the
probability density function for the random variable

Hj can be derived assuming that

the random variables X] and X2 are gamma distributed. The reason for using the
gamma density function is that the distributional assumption allows for the derivation
of the density function for

Hj which will serve for all-sized as well as even-sized

stands whose diameter distributions can be modelled using the gamma distribution.
X] andX2 are also assumed, for simplicity, to be independent of each other.
Given the above assumptions, the probability distribution function for
derived according to the following transformation.
which can be re-written as,

Let
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XI

+ X2

Hj can be

then Hj = I Yj- Y2 i and the simultaneous distribution function forX] andX2 is given
as,

a,f3> 0.
If Y3 = (X1+X2),thenX1 = Y1Y3,andX2 = Yi 1-Y3) and the simultaneous distribution
function for the random variables Y1 and Y3 are given below.

where the Jacobian of the transformation, which is the determinant of the matrix of
partial derivatives, is given by

J=

Y1) + Y1Y 3 1 = Y3 .

I Y3 (1-

The marginal distribution for Y1 is then obtained by integrating the simultaneous
distribution function with respect to Y3 as follows,
{'

Jr1

(Y 1 ) -

-y,
r (2 a)fJ2a
1
a-!(1- )a-!
la-!e p d
Y1
Y1'
a)fJ2a Y1
r(a)r(a)fJa fJa Yt
0 r(l

f

ro

where the

The kernel of the above distribution is recognised as the beta density function. The
integral of this function simplifies to 1. As a result of this, the marginal distribution
for the random variable Y1 is given by,
1
1
r( 2a)y�- (1 - y 1 )a(
)
' Osy1 sl,a> 0, which in tum is
f Y1
r(a)r(a)
yl

recognised as the beta density function with parameters (a,a).
Also, given that

H1

Let U = 2 Y1-l, then

= I � - I; I and that Y1+ Y2 = 1, then

H1

H1

= 12 � -

11.

= lVI and the probability distribution function for U can be

obtained from the transformation Fu(u) = P(U �u ) = P (2Y1 - 1 �u) and

fu (u) =

d��u)

=

fr1 CY 1

)�d� I·

dy 1
u+ 1
.
Smce u = 2y1+ 1, then y1 = --,and therefore 2
du

l I
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1

= -.

2

Hence fu (u)

fu (u) =

u+ 1) a-1 ( -r(2a) ( -u+ 1) a-1 1
. . .
= r(a)r(a)
1-,which simplifies to,
2
2
2

r(2a) (1- u2 ) a-1 , 1
- � u � 1. Since Hj = lUI, the last transformation
r(a)r(a) 2 2a- 1

can be done in two steps.
Step 1. U> 0 and therefore,

Step 2. U< 0, hence

H'J·

=

Hj

=

du = 1 and
dh.

U

In this case, .I

du = 1 and
r(2a) (1- (-h.) 2t-1
fH (h ) =
dhi
r(a)r(a)
2 2a-1

-U and -

1

.J

.I

0< hj <

The probability density function for

1.

Hj is then given as follows,

r(2a) (1- h2t-l
(
, 0< hj < 1,
fH hi ) =
r(a)r(a) 2 2/a-I)
1

a>

0.

Hj is then obtained as,
c
h(1
i - h2i )a-1 dh.i If x =h2i ,then h. , = ....;x and

The expected value of the random variable

r(2a)
1
E[Hi ]= f r(a)r(a)
2<
2 aI

0

I)

1 dx
, which implies that
dh1.
2....;xc
=

r(2a) 1 fxl-1 - x a-i dx
E[H.]= r(a)r(a)
(1 )
, and
22a-l
I

.I

0

upon rearrangmg,

r(2a) 1 r(1)r(a) 1f r(a+1) x'-' x -ldx O<x
E[H.]= r(a)r(a)
(1- t '
<l.
22a-i r(a+ 1) r(1)r(a)
.I

0

The kernel of the integrand is the beta probability density function with parameters

( 1,a) and the integration simplifies to 1. The expected value of H_j, as a result,
r (2a) -1-.
becomes E[H ]=
r(a) [r(a+ 1) ] 22a-l
For the special case of the gamma distribution with a = 1, the exponential distribution
J

results and as a consequence the probability density function for
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Hj becomes,

+

1 Hj

(h) =

1(2)
1
(1- h 1 2 ) 1-1 = 1 , 0 s;
2(11
)
1(1)1(1) 2 -

h'i s;

.
.
1. The random variable
H_j IS

therefore uniformly distributed on the interval (0, 1 ) , and its density function is given
as,

1(2) ;
1
[ ] = 1(1)1(2)
=
2- 2

and its expected value is E H 1

1

It is also seen that H_j is not dependent on A, the mean diameter as illustrated by the
following Table.
Table

1. An illustration ofthe results from a numerical examples.

Distribution

Mean of

exp (1)

0.499
0.510
0.501

exp (3)
exp (100)

Hj

Std. dev of

Hj

0.00458
0.00457
0.00452

These values were calculated from simulations of samples (4000 pairs) independently
drawn from the three exponential distributions.
The expected value and variance for

Hj are 112 and 1/12 respectively. And because H

is the average of J independent U(O,1) random variables, the central limit theorem can
be used to show that His asymptotically normally distributed with an expectation of

112 and variance 1/(12.1) respectively.
For distributions other than the gamma, the derivation of the probability distribution
function for H_j is less tractable.
When deriving the distribution of Hj for a stand whose diameter sizes follow the
exponentially distribution, the size of one tree is considered to be independent of the
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size of its neighbour, resulting in a uniform pattern of spatial distribution of trees with
respect to size. This type of forest serves as an idealised standard so that the
deviations from this standard can serve as an index of dissimilarity.
Clearly, values for Hthat are close to 0.5 imply that the size dissimilarity coefficient
of the stand under consideration is near that of the desirable standard. Values below
0.5 suggest that the stand has trees of similar sizes and values above 0.5 indicate a
high dissimilarity in tree sizes but raises questions about the proportional
representation of the different diameter classes. As the diameter distribution tends to
uniform, a high value of H will be obtained, assuming that the trees are uniformly
distributed on the ground with respect to size.
3.4

The tree size diversity index di

One advantage which the size differentiation index [51] has over the coefficient of
dissimilarity [52] is that the former index allows one to study both the short range
differentiation ( n =1) and the long range differentiation (n = 2,3,4, ... ). The
dissimilarity coefficient is limited to the dissimilarity between the sizes of two trees at
any one time, thus declaring redundant the information contained in the 2nd, 3rct, or nth
nearest neighbours. This information, although not as useful as that contained in that
size of the nearest neighbour, is of great value mainly because the stand can not be
reduced to particular tree pairs which are clearly defined and distinguishable from
other similar pairs.
The tree size diversity index, di, makes use of the information contained in the sizes of
any number of neighbours to a reference tree. The index is a weighted linear
combination of the dissimilarity coefficients lfJ· In this way one can combine the
advantages of the dissimilarity coefficient with those of the size differentiation index
TD i into one new index.

A weighted linear combination makes it possible to distribute the weights according to
the importance given to the information contained in the sizes of any number of
neighbours to a reference tree.
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The principle of the tree size diversity index is shown by the figure that follows.

+

+ =sampling point.
T0 =reference tree
T 1 =1st nearest neighbour
T2 =2"d nearest neighbour
T3 =3rd nearest neighbour

Figure 5. An illustration of the principle of tree size diversity.

H1 is the dissimilarity coefficient based on the sizes of the tree nearest to the sampling

I To -� I

point (the reference tree) and its nearest neighbour,i.e., H1 =
H=
J

To + �

and in general,

ITa-�1 .
To+�

The tree size diversity index is defined as

dI

J

=

"
L...J
.i=l

w

. Hj

.J

i =1,2,

...,n

j =1,2, ...J

where di =the tree size diversity index (obtained from plot i ).

Hj = the dissimilarity coefficient between the reference tree and its /h
neighbour.
Wj =the weight attached to each Hj.

Because Hj is a random variable, a weighted linear combination of Hj' s is also a
random variable and the expected value of a weighted linear combination is a
weighted linear combination of expected values. As a result, the expected value of the
diversity index is given by, E[ d1]

=

E

[t /I,]
w
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=

t

wi

E[ H1].

The weights should be distributed in such a way so as to reflect the relative
importance of each of the J neighbours. The distribution of the weights should also
make it possible for one to obtain an unbiased estimate of the tree size diversity index
in a stand. If the mean tree size diversity index on the plot is given by

f1 , the

error

made when estimating the diversity index using a weighted linear combination of
sample values is given by, e i

=pi-

f1

J

Pi = L

where

i=l

w HJ
i

. Then, in order to

arrive at an unbiased estimate, the expected value of the random variable e i should be
set to zero. One way of choosing the weights is therefore to choose only those sets of
weights which give e i an expected value of zero as shown.

= E[pi- fl], then,E[ei] = E[pi]0 and E[pi]
Since E[e i]

f1,

= 0. Hence, E[pi]- =
J-1

and E[e i]

= f1 .

therefore,

E�

[.! ]
w1H1

=

.!

E[ ] and upon simplification, � E[ ] E[ ] and
H1

w1

H

i

=

H1

A condition is therefore that the sum of the weights should equal to 1. As a
consequence of this, the tree size diversity index for a theoretical all-sized stand is
.!

given by, I w1E[ Hi
J= l

]

=

1(0.5) = 0.5 since

E[ ]
H

i

=

0.5 and

.!

L wi = 1.
J=l

For stands other than the theoretical all-sized stand, a procedure for selecting the
weights must be established,given that the weights sum to one. One such procedure is
to distribute the weights in such a way that they decrease with increasing distance
from the reference tree. The weights can be chosen to be inversely proportional to the
distance between the reference tree and its neighbours. However, to keep the
calculations simple, the tree size diversity index will be calculated using a ranking
procedure based on the distance between the reference tree and its neighbours. Trees
are ranked according to their distance form the reference tree. The nearest neighbour
to the reference tree is ranked 1, the 2nd nearest neighbour is ranked 2, and so on.
The weights are then chosen to be proportional to the inverse of the ranks. This
procedure ensures that the neighbouring trees contribute to the tree size diversity
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index depending on their locations. A neighbouring tree ranked j contributes relatively
more to the overall diversity index than a tree ranked (j+ 1), for example.
If rj denotes the rank given to the /h nearest neighbour, the weight assigned to the /11
nearest neighbour then becomes,
1
wJ

where the term

=

-:i-- ensures that I
I _!_
j=l

wj

=

1, thereby satisfying the unbiasedness

j=l rj

condition.
The tree size diversity index is consequently defined as,

where i = the sampling plot.
The tree size diversity index which has so far been described is the index value for
only one sample location. The index value for the whole stand may be obtained as the
average of the sample values, i.e., d

1

=-

n

II

Ld;.
i=l

which in turn can be considered to be a linear combination of the sample values, with
1
a weight of - attached to each sample value.
n

A broad range of indices can be developed by using weights which are inversely
proportional to any power of the ranks, i.e.,

Different choices of the exponent p will result in different indices. As p decreases, the
weights tend to be more similar. When p approaches 0, the index becomes a simple
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average of the J dissimilarity coefficient values. For progressively larger values ofp,
the closest trees contribute progressively more to the index. As p approaches

oo,

all the

weight is given to the closest tree. The dissimilarity coefficient [52] then becomes a
special case of the tree size diversity index.
The tree size diversity index shares many properties with the dissimilarity coefficient.
The index ranges from 0 to 1. Values for di which are close to 0.5 imply that the size
diversity of the stand under examination is near that of the desirable all-sized standard
stand. Values below 0.5 suggest a low size diversity and values above 0.5 indicate a
high size diversity.
There are however subtle differences between the two indices. The dissimilarity
coefficient is an average measure of the dissimilarity between trees and their
immediate neighbours. The tree size diversity index , on the other hand, is a measure
of the dissimilarity between one tree per sampling plot, the reference tree, and its J
neighbours. The index is also an average measure, but the contribution made by any
of the neighbours to the overall index value is dependent on its location in relation to
the reference tree.
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4

Simulation study

The simulation study that follows was conducted for the following three reasons.
1. In order to confirm that the average value of the tree size diversity index is 0.5, and
that it does not depend on the mean value of the distribution when the two diameter
values are generated from an exponential distribution.
2.

In order to find out the average values for di when the diameter values are
generated from distributions other than the exponential, i.e., distributions which
may be used to model diameter distributions from even-sized stands.

3.

In order to study the effects of removing parts of the distributions, which
correspond to certain diameter classes, on the tree size diversity index.

The Weibull distribution has been used here because it has proved useful in modelling
the diameter distributions of both all-sized and even-sized stands [44]. This
distribution can take on the full range of unimodal continuos distributions as well as
reversed J shapes which can not be fitted by the exponential distribution. The reversed
J shape of diameter distributions is a general name given to diameter distributions

which resemble the exponential distribution in shape.
Random numbers were generated from 19 different distributions and used to simulate
different types of forest stands. Four thousand (4000) randomly generated diameter
values were used to calculate the index of tree size diversity for each of the forest
types viz.: I: A forest with the reverse J diameter distribution. II: An even-sized forest
with a diameter distribution that takes the shape of a symmetric bell-shaped curve, and
III: an even-sized stand with a diameter distribution which is positively skewed.
The mean, median and standard deviation of the tree size diversity index were
calculated and are presented in Table 3.
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Several of the distributions are truncated at some point and -trun(x) indicates that
truncation is at point x. When two diameter values are generated from the same
distribution with one value less than some truncation point x and the other value
greater than another pointy, the notation v1< x,v2>y is used. Exp(/L) represents an
exponential distribution with parameter /L and Wei(a,jJ) represents a Weibull
distribution with parameters a and fJ.
Table 2 . The mean, median and standard deviation of di for the diffe rent distributions.

Distribution

Mean ofdi

Median of di

Std dev. of di

e xp(1)

0.496

0.493

0.288

exp (25)

0.492

0.483

0.289

exp(100)

0.501

0.504

0.288

exp(25)-trunc5

0.385

0.367

0.237

exp(25)-trunc10

0.323

0.300

0.207

exp(25)v1, v2<40

0.453

0.430

0.289

exp(25)v1, v2<50

0.465

0.444

0.289

exp(25)trunc10-15

0.512

0.519

0.301

exp(25)v1<15, v2>25

0.736

0.760

0.177

exp(25)v110-40,v2 30-50

0.322

0.327

0.186

Wei( 0 .5,25)

0.685

0.788

0.303

0.605

0.622

0.302

Wei(2.5,25)

0.253

0.214

0.187

Wei( 3 .6,25)

0.185

0.152

0.145

We i(2, 5 ,25)-trunc5

0.234

0.202

0.169

Wei(2.5,25)-trunc10

0.003

0.002

0.004

Wei(2.5,25)v l <20, v2>35

0.269

0.239

0.188

Wei(2.5,25)v1, v2<35

0.235

0.196

0.183

Wei(2.5,25)v l ,v2<30

0.228

0.182

0.183

Wei( 0 .7,25)
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4.1

Results of the simulation study

The results from the exponential distribution confirm that the mean of di is
independent of the mean of the diameter distribution. When small values are removed,
the mean of di is appreciably lowered. A truncation at the 5 em point for a
distribution with a mean of 25 gives the mean value for di as 0.38. When the larger
values of the distribution are excluded, the mean di value remains close to 0.5. If the
middle section of the distribution is deleted, the mean value of di remains close to

0.5 unless a section large enough to remove many small values is deleted. When the
diameter values are selected from the two ends of the distribution, the mean value of

di becomes close to one as expected.
Reverse J distributions can also be obtained via the two parameter Weibull
distribution with the first shape parameter set to less than one. The mean d values
obtained from a Weibull distribution with 0.5.::; a.::; 1 are close to those obtained from
an exponential distribution, thereby giving mean di values close to 0.5.
For a Weibull distribution with a =3.6, which gives a shape for the distribution that is
similar to that of the a normal distribution, the mean for di is very low. Positively
skewed Weibull distributions give low average di values too. Removal of the small
diameter values from such a distribution results in even lower size diversity while the
removal of the larger diameter values do not greatly affect the tree size diversity
index, leaving it at 0.2 for a Wei(2.5,25), for example.

The assumption of independence that was used to carry out the simulations may not
be realistic. In this case it may be desirable to somewhat relax this assumption and
simulate the diameter values form multivariate distributions which allow for
dependence. One such distribution is a multivariate distribution which has exponential
marginals. Because the tree size diversity index is a function of the dissimilarity
coefficient which is calculated using two diameter values at a time, the bivariate
exponential distribution (BVE) provides a good source of random numbers which
may be used to represent diameter values.
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If (XJ,X2) is BVE, then there exist independent random variables ZJ, Z2 and Z1 2 such
that Xj= min(ZJ, ZJ 2) and X2 = min(Z2, ZJ2), [56]. This method is used to generate
random numbers from twelve distributions. Again four thousand (4000) pairs of
random numbers representing diameter values were generated using MINITAB and
used to calculate the tree size diversity index. The results are shown on table 4.
Exp('A1,'A2,'A12) denotes a bivariate exponential distribution with 'A1,'A2 and 'A12 being the
expected values of the independent and exponentially distributed random variables Z1,
Z2, and Z12 respectively.

Table

4. Results of the simulation study

Distribution

Mean(d)

Stdv.(d)

Exp(25,25,10)

0,190

0,289

Exp(25 ,25, 15)

0,242

0,310

Exp(25,25,20)

0,280

0,318

Exp(25 ,25,25)

0,30

0,320

Exp(25,25,30)

0,331

0,321

Exp(25,25 ,35)

0,346

0,324

Exp(25,25,40)

0,347

0,325

Exp(25,25,50)

0,385

0,323

Exp(25,25,70)

0,410

0,315

Exp(25 ,25, 100)

0,434

0,308

Exp(25,25,500)

0,488

0,294

Exp(25,25, 1000)

0,495

0,291

The results from the second simulation study in which dependent exponentially
distributed random variables were used to calculate the diversity measure showed that
stronger dependence yields low values as expected. Weak dependence gives values
that are close to 0,5 which compares well with the values obtained when
independence was assumed. Only values from the bivariate exponential distribution
were used in this study.
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4.2

Testing for size segregation.

Even when all the diameter classes are equally represented, the value for d, the size
diversity index, could still be well below 0.5. One reason for this could be that the
trees are segregated according to their sizes which results in large trees occurring in
the neighbourhood of other large trees and small trees in the neighbourhood of small
trees. If such a spatial pattern is suspected to occur, it may be helpful to test whether
the pattern is purely due to chance. This can be done by a randomisation test.
A randomisation test can be used to test the hypothesis that a pattern present in the
data is purely due to a chance effect of the observations in a random order [54].
In order to perform a randomisation test, a test statistic, T, is chosen to measure the
extent to which the data show the pattern in question. The value t0 of T for the
observed data is then compared with the distribution of T that is obtained by randomly
reordering the data. If all the possible orders of the data are equally likely to occur,
then the value t0 will be a typical value from the randomisation distribution of T. An
extreme value of t0 suggests that there is weak evidence to support the hypothesis that
all the possible orderings of the data are equally likely to occur.

The test statistic which is used to test for size segregation is d, the tree size diversity
index. The randomisation distribution for d will reveal that extremely small values of

d indicate segregation of trees according to their sizes.
The hypothesis is formally stated as follows:

H0 :

The trees do not segregate according to their sizes.

HA :

The trees segregate according to their sizes.

The significance level or p-value is then the proportion of values that are as extreme
or more extreme than that of the observed size diversity index among those values in
the randomisation distribution.

The randomisation test can be performed as follows,
1. List the diameter values for n pairs of sample trees where each pair consists of the
reference tree and its l1 nearest neighbour. Save the results in n different columns.
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2. Generate random permutations of the diameter values in the columns
corresponding to the neighbouring trees using a computer and a quick algorithm
[55].

3. Calculate the index di and its average d for each of a large sample of permutations.
This is a computer intensive method. The resulting distribution will be called the
randomisation distribution.

4. If the observed index looks like a typical value from the randomisation
distribution, do not reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is no
evidence of size segregation. On the other hand, if the observed value is unusually
small, then the data contradicts the null hypothesis and it can be concluded that the
alternative hypothesis is more plausible.

If the observed value for the index is in the bottom 5% of the randomisation
distribution, one can conclude that the result is significant at the 5% level.
A similar randomisation test can be performed to test whether small trees always
occur in the neighbourhood of large trees and vice versa, if there is reason to believe
so.
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5

Discussion.

A criterion that can be used to describe forest structure as well as to study the effects
of management on the forest structure is described here. This criterion, named the tree
size diversity, can be used in combination with other variables to decide the weight
given to thinnings in even-sized forests. In order to study the various effects of
removing particular diameter sizes from a forest stand, a simulation study was carried
·

out. The diameter values used in the simulation study were generated from the
Weibull and exponential distributions. The Weibull distribution is used to model
diameter sizes because of its flexibility. This distribution has been used in other
studies [44] to fit both diameter and height data.

Parts of the distribution are deleted in an effort to see the effects of what can be
considered as ' thinnings' . The points at which the distributions are removed are
denoted by the suffix -trunc.

The results form the simulation study show that the tree size diversity index stays
close to 0.5 for minor deviations from a diameter distribution that resembles the
exponential distribution. This is confirmed by the results from the simulations in
which parts the exponential as well as the other reversed J shaped distributions from
the Weibull distribution are deleted. A large truncation point will however result in a
low value for the tree size diversity index. Care should therefore be taken when
deciding the minimum acceptable diameter.

Young plantations with a diameter distribution resembling that of the normal
distribution have low d values as expected. The same is true for older even-sized
stands unless large portions of these stands are removed.

The removal of parts of the distribution for those distributions which are used to
model the diameter distribution of an even-sized stand do not result in a maj or
improvement in the tree size diversity index. This is mainly because the smallest
diameter classes are markedly underrepresented. One should however expect that
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regeneration and ingrowth will occur after thinnings are done. These should bring the
d values close to 0.5, but only after some time.

The tree size diversity index di depends on the diameter distribution or the relative
abundance of the various diameter classes and the spatial arrangement of the trees.
If there is reason to suspect an unusual pattern of spatial distribution, hypotheses
concerning these patterns can be tested. The hypotheses tests can be used to test
whether the trees are clustered according to their sizes, randomly inter-mixed, or
whether small trees always occur in the neighbourhood of large trees and vice versa.
Randomisation tests are used for such hypotheses, which implies that the resulting p
values are only approximations since they are obtained from samples because
obtaining results from large sets of possible permutations is very time consuming.
Part of the simulation study was also carried out with the simplifying assumption that
the size of one tree does not affect the sizes of its neighbours. The implication is that a
tree could not only be infinitely close to another, which is not realistic, but it could as
well be much larger or smaller than its neighbours. For these reasons, real life data
may give somewhat different results.

On the other hand, the same assumptions were used to derive the distribution for the
' ideal natural' forest whose diameter distribution resembles the exponential
distribution. This forest is a standard against which other forests are compared and it
should be possible to measure the interference to a forest using the standard.
When quantifying the impact of silvicultural treatment, no assumptions are required
concerning the diameter distribution of the stand. An estimate of the tree size diversity
before and after a silvicultural treatment such as a thinning will indicate the direction
to which the treatment has shifted the spatial arrangement of trees of different
diameters. The index di is therefore more useful when it is used to study the
modifications of forest structure resulting form management as compared to when
describing a particular forest state.
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The di values are rather variable within the same stand and better results should be
obtained when smaller areas are studied at a time instead of sampling from very large
and variable stands.

The term diversity as used in this study does not fit the traditional meaning of
biological diversity. Biodiversity indices use the relative abundances as well as the
distribution of species or other characteristics of interest in a slightly different way.
An area with a large number of species whose abundance is uniform across the
different classes is considered to be very diverse in the traditional sense. For this
reason, the broken stick model is chosen as a ' yardstick' because it seems to represent
the maximum equitability for biological communities. In this study, a forest stand
with a diameter distribution that resembles the exponential distribution, and whose
tree sizes are not dependent on the sizes of their neighbours, is considered to be the
standard.

While the geometric model of species abundance distribution indicates a high level of
dominance and generally poor diversity, its continuous equivalent, the exponential
distribution, when used to model diameters, provides the standard for evaluating tree
size diversity. The tree size diversity of any forest under study can then be obtained by
comparing it to this standard.
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